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ABSTRACT
In this study, we investigated a signalling load control
mechanism for SIP server networks and developed a cor-
responding queuing model. The so-called hop-by-hop
overload control, known from recent IETF drafts and
RFCs, was considered and a similar buffer overload con-
trol scheme which was developed for the SS7 signalling
link in ITU-T Recommendation Q.704, was proposed.
The mechanism is based on hysteretic load control with
thresholds for reducing potential oscillations between the
control-on and control-off states under certain loading
conditions. Adjustment of three types of thresholds – the
overload onset threshold, the overload abatement thresh-
old, and the overload discard threshold – makes possi-
ble the regulation of signalling traffic to meet blocking
requirements. In this study, we built and analyzed the
M |M |1 queue with bi-level hysteretic input load control.
A numerical example illustrating the control mechanism
that minimizes the return time from overloading states
satisfying the throttling and mean control cycle time con-
straints is also presented.

INTRODUCTION
Threshold load control is a well-known and reliable tool
for preventing SS7 signalling link congestion (ITU-T
Recommendation Q.704, 1996). In this paper, it is shown
that the same technique (Takshing and Yen, 1983; Takagi,
1985) is applicable to overload control problems in a SIP
server signalling network, stated in recent IETF RFCs
and drafts (RFC 3261, 2002; RFC 5390, 2008; RFC
6357, 2011; IETF draft SIP Overload Control, 2012;
IETF draft SIP Rate Control, 2012) and still not solved.
To that end, we analyzed carefully the overloading con-
trol mechanism for SIP servers defined in (RFC 3261,
2002). Some variations of the control mechanism stud-
ied in numerous documents and papers, e.g. in (ITU-T
Recommendation Q.704, 1996; RFC 3261, 2002; RFC
5390, 2008; RFC 6357, 2011; IETF draft SIP Overload

Control, 2012; IETF draft SIP Rate Control, 2012; Ohta,
2009; Hilt and Widjaja, 2008; Shen et al., 2008; Mon-
tagna and Pignolo, 2008; Garroppo et al., 2009; Mon-
tagna and Pignolo, 2008; Homayouni et al., 2010; Ab-
delal and Matragi, 2010; Montagna and Pignolo, 2010;
Garroppo et al., 2011).

We investigated a two-stage server overload process-
ing comprising overload detection and overload mitiga-
tion. The total number of messages in the buffer, i.e.
buffer occupancy, was monitored to detect overloading.
In order to mitigate or eliminate overloading, we re-
stricted or prohibited input signalling load. Three types
of thresholds are used to control overloading – overload
onset threshold H , overload abatement threshold L, and
overload discard threshold R. Overloading occurs when
buffer occupancy increases and exceeds the overload on-
set threshold, H . The input load is then reduced to avoid
overloading. However, the load does not return to the
normal load value immediately after overloading mitiga-
tion, but the buffer occupancy becomes lower than the
overload abatement threshold, L, after decreasing. This
technique is called hysteretic load control (ITU-T Rec-
ommendation Q.704, 1996) by analogy with the termi-
nology of SS7. Two hysteretic thresholds (onset and
abatement) are needed to reduce the potential oscillations
between the control-on and control-off states under cer-
tain loading conditions.

The paper is organized as follows. First, it is shown
that overload can be implemented locally, hop-by-hop,
and end-to-end according to (RFC 6357, 2011). Queu-
ing models for local overload control have been proposed
in (Abaev et al., 2011) and a queuing model for hop-
by-hop overload control is built in this study. Second,
a queuing system with bi-level hysteretic load control is
studied and an analytical solution for steady-state distri-
bution of queue length and mean control cycle time de-
rived. A numerical example is then presented and in con-
clusion, the main results of the study are summarized.

DEVELOPING SIMULATION MODEL FOR SIP
SERVER OVERLOAD CONTROL
In this section, a simulation model for hop-by-hop over-
load control, which was proposed in (RFC 6357, 2011) is
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built. Let us briefly describe the main features of the SIP
mechanism, which is needed to convey overload feed-
back from the receiving to the sending SIP server. Three
different alternative feedback mechanisms – local, hop-
by-hop, and end-to-end – are illustrated in Fig. 1, accord-
ing to (RFC 6357, 2011).

If overload control is implemented locally, the SIP
server measures the current utility of its processor and
makes a decision to select the messages that will be af-
fected and determines whether they are rejected or redi-
rected. In case of end-to-end overload control, all the
receiving servers along the path of a request should mea-
sure the current utility of their processors and notify the
sender of a request concerning overloading. All the re-
ceiving servers have to cooperate to jointly determine
the overall feedback for this path. Each sending server
implements the algorithms needed to limit the amount
of traffic forwarded to the receiving server. Note that
in (IETF draft SIP Overload Control, 2012), the local
mechanism was recognized as ineffective and end-to-end
mechanism deemed difficult to implement.

Hop-by-hop overload control does not require that all
SIP entities in a network support it. It can be used effec-
tively between two adjacent SIP servers if both servers
support overload control and does not depend on the sup-
port from any other server or user agent. The more SIP
servers in a network support hop-by-hop overload con-
trol, the better protected the network is against occur-
rences of overload. Therefore, overload control is best
performed hop-by-hop. The receiving SIP server mon-
itors the current utility of its processor and notifies the
sending server in case of overloading. The sending server
acts on this feedback and reduces the outgoing load, for
example, by rejecting messages if needed. According to
the loss-based overload control mechanism (IETF draft
SIP Overload Control, 2012), a server asks an upstream
neighbour to reduce by the desired percentage the num-
ber of requests it would normally forward to this server.
For example, a server can ask an upstream neighbour
to reduce the number of requests by 10%. The up-
stream neighbour then redirects or rejects the messages
that are destined for this server with dropping probability
q = 0.1. The alternative is a rate-based overload control
mechanism (IETF draft SIP Rate Control, 2012). When
the rate-based overload control mechanism is used, a
server notifies an upstream neighbour to send requests
at a rate no greater than or equal to the desired number of
requests per second.

The above hop-by-hop overload control principles
have been used as the basis of a simulation model and
for formulation of the optimization problem of hop-by-
hop overload control. In addition, analytical formulae
were developed to support the simulation. We consid-
ered the interaction between two adjacent SIP servers
that use loss-based overload control mechanism and built
a simple model with the aim of analyzing the control pa-
rameters using the bi-level hysteretic load control idea
from (ITU-T Recommendation Q.704, 1996).

Similarly, the example discussed in (IETF draft SIP
Rate Control, 2012), we are modeling message process-
ing as a single work queue that contains incoming mes-
sages. Fig. 2 shows a single-server queuing system with
hysteretic overload control with two thresholds,L andH .
In the next section, this is denoted by M |M |1| 〈L,H〉 |R
according to the Kendall classification, where R stands
for the overload discard threshold.

Customers arrive at the system and receive service in
accordance with the overload control algorithm. The
mean processing time is µ−1. The server operates in
three modes: normal (s = 0), overload (s = 1), and dis-
card (s = 2), where s is the overload status. When the
queue length increases and exceeds the threshold, H , in
the normal mode, the system detects the overload and
switches to the overload mode. In the overload mode, the
system reduces input flow: newly arriving customers are
discarded with dropping probability, q. Thereafter, if the
queue length decreases and drops below the threshold, L,
in the overload mode, the system detects the elimination
of overload, turns to normal mode and starts to put all
newly arrived customers into the queue. If in the overload
mode the queue length continues increasing and reaches
threshold, R, the system turns to the discard mode and
all newly arrived customers are discarded. After that, the
queue length starts decreasing in the discard mode and
when it drops below the threshold, H , the system detects
mitigation of overloading, turns to the overload mode and
starts to put newly arrived customers into the queue with
probability p = 1− q.

Let n denote the queue length, n = 0, ..., R. Then the
state space of the system is of the formX = X0∪X1∪X2,
where X0 is the set of states of normal load, X1 is the
set of overload states, and X2 is the set of discard states.
These sets are given by following formulae:

X0 = {(s, n) : s = 0, 0 ≤ n ≤ H − 1} ,
X1 = {(s, n) : s = 1, L ≤ n ≤ R− 1} ,
X2 = {(s, n) : s = 2, H + 1 ≤ n ≤ R} .

Then the input load function λ (s, n) is shown in Fig. 3
and specified by the following relation:

λ (s, n) =


λ, (s, n) ∈ X0,

pλ, (s, n) ∈ X1,

0, (s, n) ∈ X2.

The probability of the system being in the set of nor-
mal load states is denoted by P (X0), the probability of
being in the set of overload states by P (X1) , and the
probability of being in the set of discard states by P (X2).
Let τ0 denote the average duration of the system in set
X0. The key performance measures of the system are
overload probability P (X1), discard probability P (X2),
and τ as the mean return time from overloading states
X1 ∪ X2.

Next, we analyze the model developed in this section,
and derive formulas for the analysis of its key perfor-
mance measures.
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Figure 2: M |M |1| 〈L,H〉 |R queuing model

QUEUING MODEL AND ITS PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
In this section, the queuing model with thresholds L, H ,
and R, shown in Fig. 2, and with input load function
λ (s, n), shown in Fig. 3, is considered. The Markov
process, X (t) = (s, n), which completely describes the
system over the state space, X , is considered. Our goal
is to find stationary probability distribution of the num-
ber of customers in the system, ps,n, (s, n) ∈ X , and the
mean return time from the states of the set X1∪X2 to the
states of the set X0, namely to the state (0, L− 1). To
find the stationary distribution, some auxiliary variables
were defined.

Auxiliary variables
Let λ1 = pλ and denote αn, n = L, . . . , R − 1, n 6=
H the probability that until the first time in the queue
remains n−1 customers, there will never beR customers.
Omitting the intermediate steps, the probabilities, αn ,
are represented in the following forms:

αR−1 =
µ

λ1 + µ
, αH−1 =

µ

λ+ µ
,

αn =
µ

λ1 + µ
+

λ1
λ1 + µ

αn+1αn, n = H + 1, . . . , R− 2,

αn =
µ

λ+ µ
+

λ

λ+ µ
αn+1αn, n = L, . . . ,H − 2.

The probability that until the first time in the queue
remain n + 1 customers, there will never be less than L
customers is denoted by βn, n = L, . . . ,H − 1. These
probabilities can be calculated using the formula βL =
λ1/(λ1+µ) and, according to the law of total probability,
we have

βn =
λ1

λ1 + µ
+

µ

λ1 + µ
βn−1βn, n = L+ 1, . . . ,H − 1.

Equilibrium Equations
It is easy to see that the stationary probabilities satisfy
the following system of equilibrium equations:

λp0,n−1 = µp0,n, n = 1, . . . , L− 1, (1)

(µ+ λ)p0,n =

λαn+1p0,n + λp0,n−1, n = L, . . . ,H − 2, (2)

(µ+ λ)p0,H−1 = λp0,H−2, n = H − 1, (3)

(µ+ λ1)p1,H =

λp0,H−1 + (µβH−1 + λ1)p1,H , n = H, (4)

(µ+ λ1)p1,n = λ1p1,n−1+

λ1αn+1p1,n, n = H + 1, . . . , R− 2, (5)

(µ+ λ1)p1,R−1 = λ1p1,R−2, n = R− 1, (6)

µp2,R = λ1p1,R−1, n = R, (7)

µp2,n = µp2,n+1, n = H + 1, . . . , R− 1, (8)
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Figure 3: Bi-level hysteretic load control mechanism

(µ+ λ1)p1,n = µp1,n+1+

µβn−1p1,n, n = L+ 1, . . . ,H − 1, (9)

(µ+ λ1)p1,L = µp1,L+1, n = L, (10)

H−1∑
n=0

p0,n +

R−1∑
n=L

p1,n +

R∑
n=H+1

p2,n = 1. (11)

Equations (1), (3), (6), (7), (8), (10) are the global bal-
ance equations. The other equations are obtained using
the elimination method found in (Bocharov et al., 2003).
Let us explain the derivation of equation (2). For the state
n = L, . . . ,H − 2 exclude from consideration states
n + 1, . . . ,H − 1. Clearly, the probabilistic flow from
the state n equals (µ + λ)p0,n. The probabilitstic flow
to the state n equals the sum of λp0,n−1 and λαn+1p0,n,
because the Markov process with rate λ leaves the state
n and with probability αn+1 comes back, not reaching
state n = H . Thus, using the global balance principle
yields (2). Equations (5) and (9) are obtained using a
similar argument. Now consider the derivation of equa-
tion (4). Fix the state n = H and exclude from consider-
ation all other states of sets X1 and X2. The probabilistic
flow from the state H equals (µ+ λ1)p1,H . The Markov
process with rate λ1 + µ leaves state H , but, leaving it at
rate λ1, comes back with probability 1 and leaving it at
rate µ, comes back not reaching state L− 1, with proba-
bility βH−1. Thus the probabilistic flow to stateH equals
λp0,H−1 + (µβH−1 + λ1)p1,H and using the global bal-
ance principle yields (4).

Stationary Distribution
Let us find the solution of the system (1)-(11). Let p0,0 =
1. From equation (1) p0,n, n = 1, . . . , L− 1, is obtained
in the form p0,n = (λ/µ)n. From (2), the recursion

p0,n = p0,n−1
λ

µ+ λ− λαn+1
, n = L, . . . ,H − 2

is found.
Further, (3) yields the formula for p0,H−1 =

λp0,H−2/(µ + λ), and (4), the formula for p1,H =
λp0,H−1/(µ − µβH−1). From equation (5), the recur-
sion

p1,n = p1,n−1
λ1

µ+ λ1 − λ1αn+1
, n = H + 1, . . . , R− 2.

Using (6) the expression for p1,R−1 = λ1p1,R−2/(µ+
λ1) is obtained; from (7), the expression for p2,R =
λ1p1,R−1/µ; from (8), the expression for p2,n =
p2,n+1, n = R− 1, . . . ,H + 1.

Finally, from equation (9), a formula for

p1,n = p1,n+1
µ

µ+ λ1 − µβn−1
, n = H − 1, . . . , L+ 1

is found and equation (10) yields p1,L = µp1,L+1/(µ +
λ1).

Using normalization condition (11), the probability
p0,0 is found and then all other values of p0,n, p1,n, and
p2,n are normalized.

Mean return time
Here, the problem of finding a mean return time from the
set of overload and discard states to the set of normal load
states is considered.

Let Mn, n = L, . . . , R− 1 be the mean time to reach
the moment when the number of customers in the system
hits L − 1 for the first time, given that at some moment
there were n customers in the system and newly arriving
customers were allowed to enter the system with prob-
ability, p. Let M∗n, n = H + 1, . . . , R, be the mean
time to reach the moment when the number of customers
in the system hits L − 1 for the first time, given that at
some moment there were n customers in the system and
all newly arriving customers were discarded.

Again, in order to find Mn, M∗n several auxiliary vari-
ables are needed. Let:

• mn, n = L, . . . ,H , be the mean time to the mo-
ment when the number of customers in the system



hits n − 1 for the first time, given that at some mo-
ment there were n customers in the system, which
accepted newly arriving customers with probability,
p;

• m∗n, n = H+1, . . . , R, be the mean time to the mo-
ment when the number of customers in the system
hits n − 1 for the first time, given that at some mo-
ment there were n customers in the system, which
discarded all newly arriving customers;

• mn, n = H+1, . . . , R−1, be the mean time to the
moment when the number of customers in the sys-
tem hits n−1 for the first time (if the system always
accepted newly arriving customers with probability,
p) or hits H (if at some moment the system started
to discard all newly arriving customers), given that
at some moment there were n customers in the sys-
tem, which accepted newly arriving customers with
probability, p;

• m̃n, n = H+1, . . . , R−1, be the mean time to the
moment when the number of customers in the sys-
tem hits H for the first time, given that at some mo-
ment there were n customers in the system, which
accepted new arriving customers with probability, p.

These variables are determined using the following re-
lations:

m∗n =
1

µ
, n = H + 1, . . . , R,

mR−1 =
1

λ1 + µ
+

λ1
λ1 + µ

· R−H
µ

,

mn =
1

λ1 + µ
+

λ1
λ1 + µ

(mn+1 + αn+1mn), n = H + 1, . . . , R− 2,

mn =
1

λ1 + µ
+

λ1
λ1 + µ

(mn+1 +mn), n = L, . . . ,H,

m̃H+1 = mH+1,

m̃n = mn + αnm̃n−1, n = H + 2, . . . , R− 1.

Now, having expressions for mn, m∗n, and m̃n com-
putational formulae can be obtained for the mean return
times Mn and M∗n,

Mn = m̃n +MH , n = H + 1, . . . , R− 1,

M∗n =
n−H
µ

+MH , n = H + 1, . . . , R,

ML = mL,

Mn = mn +Mn−1, n = L+ 1, . . . ,H.

The method of computingMn andM∗n is obvious from
the previous equations, therefore we proceed to the nu-
merical example.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
In this section, an illustrative numerical example for solv-
ing one of the possible design problems of hysteretic
overload control is presented, for which the mean con-
trol cycle time, τ , is calculated. The value of the mean
control cycle time is obtained in the following form:

τ = τ0 + τ .

Given that the average number of transitions from the
set and to the set should be equal in equilibrium, the value
of τ0 can be obtained from the following relation:

τ0 = τ · P (X0)

P (X1 ∪ X2)
.

Note that P (Xi) and P (X1 ∪ X2) can be calculated for
M |M |1| 〈L,H〉 |R queue as folows:

P (Xi) =
∑

(s,n)∈Xi

ps,n,

P (X1 ∪ X2) = 1− P (X0) .

The formula for τ can be obtained in the following form:

τ =MH .

The blocking probability B (Xi) in set Xi, i = 1, 2 are
given by the following relations:

B (X1) = qP (X1) , B (X2) = P (X2) .

The problem is stated as follows: minimise the mean
return time needed with respect to the choice of the two
thresholds, L and H , such that the requirements R1–R3
are satisfied

τ (L,H)→ min;

R1 : P (X1) ≤ γ1;
R2 : P (X2) ≤ γ2;
R3 : τ ≥ γ3.

The solution to the problem of the choice of
L and H for a given dropping probability q ∈
{0, 3; 0, 4; 0, 5; 0, 6}, mean service time µ−1 = 5 ms,
and signalling load ρ = 1, 2 can now be sought. Let
us also consider minimising the mean return time, τ ,
such that the discard threshold R = 100, γ1 = 0, 2,
γ2 = 10−4, and γ3 = 450 ms. Using the above for-
mulae, an algorithm for solving the optimization prob-
lem was developed. Note that for the optimum solution
obtained by this algorithm, requirements R1 and R2 are
always binding so as to make mean control cycle time
as high as possible. The results of calculations with the
above-defined input data are presented in Table 1.

The example illustrates the optimum bi-level hys-
teretic overload control mechanism that minimizes the
mean return time from overloading states satisfying the
overload R1, discard R2 and mean control cycle time
R3 constraints. Let us note that relations for stationary
distribution allow computations for large values of the
thresholds, e.g. R = 106 in a reasonable time (less 5 s.).



Table 1: Simulation results

Dropping
probability, q

Mean return time,
τ , ms

Blocking
probability in X1,

B(X1), %

Blocking
probability in
X2, B(X2), %

Control cycle
time, τ , ms

Optimal
threshold set,
〈L,H〉

0.6 121 16.0 0.0072 455 〈78, 90〉
0.5 146 16.1 0.0079 452 〈74, 85〉
0.4 191 16.2 0.0093 470 〈66, 76〉
0.3 273 16.4 0.0087 500 〈44, 52〉

SUMMARY
In this study, a buffer hysteretic control mechanism was
developed to solve the problem of hop-by-hop overload
control in SIP server networks. This mechanism, in the
case of interaction between two adjacent servers, was
modelled as a queue with input traffic throttling depend-
ing on bi-level hysteretic overload control. The perfor-
mance of this queue was determined as a function of in-
put load, ρ, dropping probability, q, onset threshold, H ,
abatement threshold, L, and discard threshold, R. Using
the results of this analysis, an overload control mecha-
nism problem was designed: given the blocking and con-
trol cycle time requirements, what is the minimum re-
quired mean return time to normal load states and what
threshold set 〈L,H〉 allows this optimum to be attained?
The search approach of the solution to the design prob-
lem was illustrated with a numerical example. Clearly,
the considered problem was only one of the possible for-
mulations. Our further research will be devoted to sim-
ulation and construction of a model of SIP server, which
interoperates with several clients using hop-by-hop over-
load control, and to studying SIP server overload control
mechanism optimization problems.

Notes and Comments. This work was supported in
part by the Russian Foundation for Basic Research
(grants 10-07-00487-a and 12-07-00108).
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